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then find your ring size

x

Carefully cut out the ring sizer
along the edges. Cut a slit along
the dotted slit line and insert the
pointy end of the ring sizer into
the slit to form a paper ring. 

Place the paper ring on 
finger in the position where you
would wear your ring. Pull the
pointy end of the ring sizer
through the slit until it is 
on your finger in order to find
your ring size. 

Find a ring that fits comfortably
on your finger and place the ring
on the circles to the right until
you find the correct size. When
the inside edge of your ring is
touching the outside edge of the
circle, you've found your perfect
ring size!

Measure the
diameter of your
ring from edge to
edge (at the
widest width of
the band)

Measure the
entire
circumference
of your finger

Ring styles with a wider band will fit more snug than a thinner
band.  If your ring falls between sizes, size up for thicker band styles.
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Print this document at full scale 
(set your printer to print at 100% 
scale). Then measure the line to 
the right to be sure it accurately 
measures 12cm.

Print this document at full scale 
(set your printer to print at 100% 
scale). And measure the line to 
the right to to be sure it 
accurately measures 12cm. 
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Need some help?

We want you to find your 
perfect size! Please call or 
text our customer service 
line for ring sizing 
assistance. 

Call: 888-707-9083
Text: 305-930-8264
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